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In this thesis we investigate the problem of measuring dependence between stock prices only based
on today’s vanilla options by applying the Herd Behavior Index in bespoke baskets. The HIX is
a measure of implied degree of co­movement of stocks over a given time and could be used to
indicate the level of positive dependence between stocks. The calculation of the HIX requires the
market data of option on each component stock and option on the basket. However, for bespoke
baskets, there are only vanilla options but not basket options traded in the market. Hence, in order
to calculate its HIX, we need an approach for efficient basket option pricing. In the multivariate
Variance Gamma model framework, we price the bespoke basket option via convex order and
comonotonic approximations which serve the purpose. We then calibrate two customized baskets
using market data from 2007 to 2011. The resulting HIX indicates potential hedging possibility
even during the financial crisis when most stocks are expected to move down at the same time.
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In this thesis, we investigate the problem of measuring dependence between stock prices by ap­
plying the Herd Behavior Index in bespoke basket. The Herd Behavior Index, HIX in short, is a
measure for the degree of co­movement between stock prices. The calculation of HIX involves
basket options and vanilla options on its components. We use an approximation via convex order­
ing in the multivariate Variance Gamma model for pricing basket option. We illustrate the results
via calculating the HIX for two baskets that are not traded in the market.
One way to investigate the dependence between stock prices is to consider the historical per­
formance of the multivariate time series of observed prices; see Bekaert et al. (2009), Harmon
et al. (2011) and Kleykamp & Liu (2012). However, as the dynamics of the co­movement between
stock prices is changing over time, estimating future herd behavior based on historical data could
be misleading. Another possible way is to measure the pairwise correlations between stock prices;
see Embrechts et al. (2002b), Ang & Chen (2002) and Linders & Schoutens (2014). However, in
Embrechts et al. (2002a), Dhaene et al. (2012) and Linders & Schoutens (2014), it is studied that
correlations may not be able to correctly capture the degree of herd behavior.
The main idea of HIX is to make use of readily available forward­looking option data to gain
insight in the degree of co­movement in the basket over a time horizon; see Dhaene et al. (2012).
Larger HIX implies that the stocks in the basket are more positively dependent with each other.
Option data contains investors’ anticipation of the future. Hence the estimation for the future de­
pendence based on current option data, rather than historical performance, should be a better in­
dicator for the future level of the co­movement. The similar idea was also considered in Whaley
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(2000), Skintzi & Refenes (2005) and Hobson et al. (2005).
Our setting in this thesis is that vanilla options on each stocks are available, but there are only
a limited amount of baskets and basket options being traded in the market. For the non­traded /
bespoke basket, the option on the basket is not readily available in the market. The HIX cannot be
calculated because of the absence of basket options.
In order to apply HIX to the bespoke basket, we first need to determine the bakset option price.
Many papers exist concerning basket option pricing. Rubinstein (1994) proposed a binomial tree
model with backwards recursive procedure. Joy et al. (1996) studied pricing basket option using
Quasi­Monte Carlo methods. In Milevsky & Posner (1998), the reciprocal gamma distribution is
used to approximate the basket option price. The multivariate Black & Scholes for pricing basket
option is discussed in Deelstra et al. (2004) and Linders (2013). These models all require knowing
the dependence structure and only work by estimating based on historical data. However, estimates
based on historical data give information about what happened in the past and can only serve as a
proxy for the future if the future is sufficiently similar to the past.
The Variance Gamma model was first introduced in Madan et al. (1999) and the corresponding
vanilla option pricing using Fast Fourier Transform was proposed in Carr et al. (2001). Luciano &
Schoutens (2006) extended the Variance Gamma model to multivariate setting. Linders & Stassen
(2016) proposed an approximation of basket option pricing in the multivariate Variance Gamma
model, using convex upper and lower bounds. The Variance Gamma model has been proven to fit
market data well in Luciano & Schoutens (2006).
In this thesis, we will use the Variance Gamma model because it has several favorable features.
First, skewness and excess kurtosis for log­returns have been typically observed in the market and
they can easily be incorporated in the Variance Gamma model. Second, in contrast to the Brow­
nian motion, which has continuous sample paths, the Variance Gamma process is a pure jump
process and it is able to better model the stock prices which are usually driven by jumps. Third, the
Gamma distribution has a semi­heavy tail, which produces more realistic extreme event probabil­
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ities. Fourth, one source of dependence between stock prices in the multivariate Variance Gamma
setting is the common Gamma time change and it turns out to be very useful in our paper.
In Kaas et al. (2000), authors proposed the convex upper and lower bounds for sums of random
variables. Chen et al. (2008) and Hobson et al. (2005) discussed the method to determine basket
option prices under the extreme comonotonic market situation. The theory of comonotonicity was
proposed by Dhaene et al. (2002a). The applications of comonotonicity in actuarial science and
finance are discussed in Dhaene et al. (2002b). Linders & Stassen (2016) considered pricing basket
options using comonotonic approximation in the Variance Gamma setting.
In this thesis, in order to make our method practical, we seek an approach that allows fast basket
option pricing. It turns out that the comonotonic approximation via convex order to price the basket
option in the multivariate Variance Gamma model setting is an appropriate approach. Our method
differs from other basket option pricing methods in the following ways. First, it does not utilize
simulation, hence it is more computationally efficient. Second, it does not base on the historical
performance to estimate model parameters. Third, it does not require the existence of the basket.
Fourth, it does not depend on knowing the dependence structure between stocks in the basket. Fifth,
we only need vanilla options for pricing basket options using this method.
The main contribution of this paper is the extension for the application of HIX to bespoke
basket. This allows us to measure the future degree of herd behavior between any stocks, over a
given time interval. The basket option pricing method using comonotonic approximation in the
multivariate Variance Gamma setting is easy to calibrate, fast to perform and does not depend on
historical data or the existence of the basket. This makes our approach applicable in practice.
The paper is structured in the following way. In Section 2, we introduce some basic concepts
about convex order and the theory of comonotonicity. In Section 3, we define the financial market
for our research. In Section 4, we introduce the definition of HIX and formally formulate our
problem. In Section 5, we introduce the multivariate Variance Gamma model and the basket option
pricing in this setting. In Section 6, we introduce the basket option pricing method using convex
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order and comonotonic approximation and present a calibration of this approach. In Section 7, we
introduce the comonotonic basket option pricing, which is a component of the HIX calculation.
In Section 8, we calibrate the model with market data and calculate the HIX of two customized
baskets. In Section 9, we state our conclusion and future directions.
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Chapter 2
Convex order and comonotonicity
This chapter builds the foundation for the following chapters. Convex order is a variability order
and it is commonly used for stochastic bounds for random variables. See, for instance, Kaas et al.
(2000), Dhaene et al. (2002a) and Dhaene et al. (2002b). The definition of convex order is given
below.
Definition 2.1 Consider two random variables X and Y . X is said to precede Y in the convex
order sense, denoted by X ⪯cx Y , if and only if for all convex real functions v such that the
expectations exist, we have
E[v(X)] ≤ E[v(Y )].
In Kaas et al. (2000), an alternative characterization for convex order is given based on stop
loss premiums.
Theorem 2.1 X ⪯cx Y if and only if the following conditions hold:








, for all d,
where (x)+ = max{x, 0}.
Theorem 2.1 shows that convex order is indeed an ordering of variability. X ⪯cx Y means that
we prefer X over Y because X is less variable than Y . This means that we prefer certainty over
uncertainty. In a more specific sense where variability is defined as variance, X ⪯cx Y implies
Var(X) ≤ Var(Y ).
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Assume that X and Y are representing the prices of two different stocks at some fixed future
time. Then X ⪯cx Y entails that Y is more volatile than X . If we further assume that the interest









Theorem 2.1 implies that the call option price of Y will be higher than the call option price of X
with the same strike priceK.
The following proposition was considered in Kaas et al. (2000). See Appendix A for its proof.
Proposition 2.1 will be used in Chapter 6 when we introduce a convex lower bound for a weighted
sum.
Proposition 2.1 For any random vector X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) and random variable Z, we have
W l = E [X1 | Z] + E [X2 | Z] + . . .+ E [Xn | Z] ⪯cx X1 +X2 + . . .+Xn = W.
The choice of random variable Z is arbitrary. If W and Z are independent, then E [Xi | Z]
will be equal to E [Xi] for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, which results in E[W ] being a trivial convex lower
bound for W . Indeed, W l = E [X1 +X2 + . . .+Xn | Z] = E [X1 +X2 + . . .+Xn] = E [W ]
and E [W ] is constant. If W is an arbitrary function of Z, the lower bound W l coincides with W
sinceW l = E [X1 +X2 + . . .+Xn | Z] = E [W | f(W )] = W .
Definition 2.2 A random vector (X1, . . . , Xn) is said to be comonotonic if










where U is a uniform random variable on (0, 1) and ‘ d=’ denotes ‘equality in distribution’.
The theory of comonotonicity is used to describe the extreme situation where all components of a
random vector are driven in the same direction by a single factor. Under this situation, the compo­
nents of this comonotonic random vector are maximally dependent. Also, this random vector is the
most risky one with given marginals. Notice that if E [Xi | Z] are non­decreasing functions of Z,
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the lower bound in Proposition 2.1 has the form of a sum of n comonotonic random variables. In
Dhaene et al. (2002a) and Dhaene et al. (2002b), the theory of comonotonicity and its applications
in actuarial science and finance are discussed in details.
Consider the weighted sum S of comonotonic random variablesX1,X2, . . .,Xn. One can show









, with appropriately chosen strike prices Ki, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
This idea was first presented in Meilijson & Nádas (1979) and the formula for the strikes was
determined in Dhaene et al. (2000). The following theorem was concluded in Linders & Stassen
(2016).
Theorem 2.2 Consider a comonotonic random vector (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) and a weighted sum S =
w1X1+w2X2+ . . .+wnXn. Assume that all marginals FXi are continuous and strictly increasing.
For K > 0, the stop­loss premium E[(S −K)+] can be decomposed into a linear combination of









(FS(K)) , for i = 1, . . . , n,




We refer to Kaas et al. (2000) for the proof of Theorem 2.2. Theorem 2.2, also called the decom­





Consider a financial market consisting of n traded stocks and a bank account. Current time is 0
and we consider a finite time horizon of T years. The price of stock i at time t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , is
denoted byXi(t). All stock pricesXi(0), for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are given. Future stock pricesXi(t),
i = 1, 2 . . . , n are random variables defined on a common probability space
(
Ω,F , (Ft)t≥0 ,P
)
.
We assume that the filtered probability space is generated by the stock price processes and satisfies
the usual conditions of completeness and right­continuity. Each stock can be bought and sold on
a frictionless financial market at any quantity. Stock i pays dividend at a constant non­negative
continuously compound rate qi, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Money can be borrowed from or deposited
to the bank account at the continuously compound interest rate r ≥ 0, which is assumed to be
deterministic and constant over time.
A basket is a linear combination of stocks and we use S(t) to denote its time­t price:
S(t) = w1X1(t) + w1X1(t) + . . .+ wnXn(t), (3.1)
where wi is the weight of stock i in the basket. We assume that all weights are non­negative
constants, i.e. wi ≥ 0.
Options are financial instruments which are based on the value of underlying securities such as
a stock or a basket. Throughout this thesis, we only consider the European type options, which can
only be exercised at expiry. We further assume that all options have the same expiration date T in
order to avoid unnecessary explanatory confusion.
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The payoff of a call option on stock i with maturity T and strike price K is given by
(Xi(T )−K)+. The time­0 price of this call option is denoted by Ci[K,T ]. A put option on stock
i with the same specifications has payoff given by (K −Xi(T ))+ and can be traded at the price
Pi[K,T ] at time 0. We assume that call and put options on each stock are available in our financial
market and can be traded at any quantity.
The underlying security of a basket option is the basket. Similarly, the payoff of a bas­
ket call (resp. put) option with maturity T and strike price K is given by (S(T )−K)+ (resp.
(K − S(T ))+). We use C[K,T ] and P [K,T ] to denote the time­0 price of a basket call option and
a basket put option both with strike priceK and maturity T .
The market is arbitrage­free if there exists an equivalent martingale measureQ, which is equiv­
alent to the real­world probability measure P. Consider a traded contingent claim H which has a
payoff of H(X(t)) at time t, where X(t) is the time­t price of the underlying asset. Under the
risk­neutral pricing measure Q, the price of H(X(t)) at time s, where 0 ≤ s ≤ t, is equal to the
conditional expected value of its discounted payoff at time t:
Price of H(X(t)) at time s = e−r(t−s)EQ [H(X(t)) | Fs] .
The market is said to be complete if and only if there exists an unique equivalent martingale mea­
sure. For a more detailed discussion of an arbitrage­free and complete market, we refer to Delbaen
& Schachermayer (2008). In Chapter 5, we will show that in the multivariate Variance Gamma
setting, the market is arbitrage­free but not complete.
Therefore, the price of a vanilla call option can be determined as:
Ci[K,T ] = e−rTEQ [(Xi(T )−K)+] ,
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while the price of a vanilla put option can be determined as:
Pi[K,T ] = e−rTEQ [(K −Xi(T ))+] .
The price of a basket option can be determined in a similar way. Hereafter, if no ambiguity is
possible, we will writeXi, S, Ci[K], Pi[K], C[K] and P [K] forXi(T ), S(T ), Ci[K,T ], Pi[K,T ],
C[K,T ] and P [K,T ], respectively. Unless otherwise specified, all expectations are taken under




The Herd Behavior Index (HIX) was originally introduced in Dhaene et al. (2012) to measure the
degree of herd behavior between stocks of a traded basket.
Definition 4.1 Assume that a call option with maturity T and strike K on the basket is traded at
a price C[K], whereas the price of a put option with the same specifications is denoted by P [K].
Assume the following strikes are traded:
K−l, K−l+1, . . . , K−1, K0, K1, . . . , Kh−1, Kh,
where assume thatK0 ≤ E[S] and E[S] represents the expected index price at time T under the Q
measure. An out­of­the­money option price on the basket is denoted by Q[K]:
Q [K] =

P [K] , ifK < K0,
C[K]+P [K]
2
, ifK = K0,
C [K] , ifK > K0.
(4.1)
The HIX is then defined as
HIX [T ] =
2erT
∑h























, ifK = K0,
C
c
[Ki] , ifK > K0,
(4.3)
where Cc [Ki] and P
c
[Ki] are to be defined in Expression (7.2) and (7.3) below.
In Chapter 7, we will detailed introduce the theoretical comonotonic basket option appreared
in Expression (4.3), which can be decomposed into a linear combination of vanilla options based
on Theorem 2.2. Hence, we can easily calculate the denominator of Expression (4.2) when vanilla
options of components stocks are available, which is our assumption about the financial market we
made in Chapter 3.
The problem arises from the numerator in Expression (4.2), where Q[K] is the basket option
price. Recall that in Dhaene et al. (2012), all Q[Ki], for i = −l, . . . , h, are observed in the market.
However, for the bespoke basket, there is no option on this basket traded, which means that there
is no Q[K] that can be observed from the market. In order to apply the HIX to bespoke basket, we
first need to approximate the Q[K] for bespoke basket.
An appropriate approach for determining the basket option price in our case should meet the
following conditions. First, it is able to calibrate with market data easily and accurately. Second,
it can be used to calculate basket option prices fast. We would like to have a method that is com­
putationally efficient, for instance it should not rely on heavy simulation. Otherwise the method
would not be practically useful when we try to calibrate with a relatively large basket and for sev­
eral trading days. Third, it does not involve any historical data. Historical estimates can serve as
an approximation for the future only when the future is sufficiently similar with the past, which is
usually not the case since the stock market is changing rapidly and fast from time to time. Fourth,
it should only base on the vanilla options on stocks in the basket. This condition will coincide with
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the assumption about stock market introduced in Chapter 3. Notice that this is a realistic assump­
tion. Fifth, it does not require to know the dependence structure between stock prices. Since our
main goal of applying the HIX is to measure the degree of positive dependence between stocks, it
will be absurd to already know the dependence structure in advance. As alluded in the literature re­
view in Chapter 1, currently there exists no such a model that can estimate the dependence structure
between stock prices, only based on today’s vanilla options. This is one of the main contributions
of this thesis.
Therefore, we proceed as follows in the rest of this thesis. In Chapter 5, we introduce the
multivariate Variance Gamma model. This model is proven to be able to calibrate with market data
easily and accurately. In Chapter 6, we present the basket option pricing approach using convex
order and comonotonic approximation in the multivariate Variance Gamma model. We will also
illustrate that this method meets all conditions we stated in the previous paragraph. In Chapter
7, we introduce the comonotonic basket option pricing, which corresponds to Qc appearing in the
definition of HIX, i.e. Definition 4.1, on the denominator of Expression (4.2).
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Chapter 5
The multivariate Variance Gamma model
The Variance Gammamodel was firstly introduced inMadan et al. (1999). In Luciano & Schoutens
(2006), the authors expand the univariate Variance Gamma model to a multivariate setting.
5.1 The stock price processes
Definition 5.1 Consider a correlated n­dimensional Brownian motion {B(t) | t ≥ 0}, where
B(t) = (B1(t), B2(t), . . . , Bn(t)). The drift vector µ = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µn) contains the drift pa­
rameters of B(t) and all µi are assumed to be constants. The σi are positive constants and the
non­negative constant correlation ρi,j between the Bi and Bj is given by
ρi,j = Corr [σiBi(t), σjBj(t+ s)] .
Definition 5.2 The Gamma process {G(t) | t ≥ 0} is a pure­jump non­decreasing process which
starts at 0 and has stationary and independent increments. The increments of a Gamma process in





yat−1e−yb, y ≥ 0.
The Gamma distribution has following properties: E [G(t)] = at
b
and Var [G(t)] = at
b2
.
One common way to construct the multivariate Variance Gamma model is to replace the drift
time t in the multivariate geometric Brownian motions by the Gamma process {G(t) | t ≥ 0}. The
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G(t) represents the economic time relevant to the calendar time t. The speed of the evolution of the
stock market differs from time to time andG(t) could be used to denote how fast the information is
being released. Also theG(t) is the common time change for all stock pricesXi. Hence it contains
information of the dependence between stock prices that comes from the system.
Since theG(t) here represents the time factor at time t, it is reasonable to assume E [G(t)] = t.





thesis. Then we also have that Var [G(t)] = tν.
In the multivariate Variance Gamma model, there is no unique Q measure, hence the market
is not complete. One common transformation is the mean­correcting measure, where the joint
risk­neutral dynamics of the stock prices are modelled by
Xi(t)
d
= Xi(0) exp{(r − qi + ωi)t+ µiG(t) + σiBi(G(t))}, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (5.1)








σ2i v − µiv
)
(5.2)
ensures that the corresponding discounted stock price process {e−(r−qi)tXi(t) | t > 0} is a Q­
martingale.






(r − qi + wi))T + µiG(T ), σ2iG(T )
)
, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (5.3)
In this model, the dependence between stock prices comes from two sources; one is the corre­
lated Brownian motions, while the other is the common time change G(t).
There are several favorable features about the Variance Gamma model. First, it can easily
incorporate skewness and excess kurtosis for log­returns, which have been typically observed in
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the market. Second, the Variance Gamma process is a pure jump process, which should be able to
better model the stock prices which are usually driven by jumps. Third, the Gamma distribution has
a semi­heavy tail, which produces more realistic extreme event probabilities. Fourth, to calibrate
the Variance Gamma model, one only need vanilla option data. For more detailed properties of the
Variance Gamma model, we refer to Luciano & Schoutens (2006) and Schoutens (2003).
5.2 The basket option price







wiXi(0) exp{(r − qi + ωi)T + µiG+ σi
√
GBi(1)}, (5.4)
where Bi(1) ∼ N(0, 1) and G := G(T ).
From Equation (5.3) and (5.4), it can be easily shown that the conditional random variable
S | G = y is a sum of n dependent lognormal random variables. We introduce the following
notation for the conditional random variable S | G = y :
Sy ≡ S | G = y, for y ≥ 0.







wiXi(0) exp {(r − qi + ωi)T + µiy + σi
√
yBi(1)} . (5.5)






(S −K)+ | G = y
]
fG (y) dy. (5.6)
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Algorithm 1: How to generate a sample of Sy at time T
Input : Information of the basket ( n, X0, w, µ, σ, q, R ), risk­free rate ­ r, maturity ­
T , parameter of gamma distribution ­ ν, selected fixed value of G ­ y, number
of simulations ­m
Output: A sample of Sy at time T with size ofm
1 Calculate ω as shown in Formula (5.2) ;
2 for j = 1, . . . ,m do
3 Generate a random dependent multivariate standard normal sample B;
4 Calculate the basket price at time T as Formula (5.5) and store the result in ST (j) ;
5 end for
Then, for y ≥ 0, the following notation is used to denote a synthetic basket call option price
where the underlying basket is Sy :
C[K; y] = e−rTE [(Sy −K)+] . (5.7)
If we could calculate C[K; y], then we determine C[K] by integrating all C[K, y] over the
Gamma density fG(y). But there is no closed­form formula for pricing this synthetic basket option.
Even with all given parameters, the only way to calculate the C[K; y] is by simulation. However,
simulation is computationally inefficient. Especially when we want to do calibration over a large
basket and for several trading days, we cannot do simulation because it will be too slow. So it will
be favorable to have a more direct way to calculate the unconditional stop­loss premium.
Since it is not possible to directly calculate C[K; y] without simulation, we would like to find
an approximation for C[K; y], which is accurate and easy to calculate. If such an approximation
exists, then we can approximate C[K; y] fast without simulation. Based on this reason, we will
introduce a convex lower bound for Sy.
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Chapter 6
An approximation for basket option price
In this chapter, we introduce a convex lower bound for Sy, denoted by Sly, which will serve as the






6.1 The convex lower bound for the basket
We will use Sly to approximate Sy and Sly is defined as following:
Sly = E [Sy | Λy] , (6.1)
where Λy is defined as:









| G = y,
where the λj are real numbers. Following from Proposition 2.1, Sly is a convex lower bound of Sy:
Sly ⪯cx Sy.
Based on the property of convex order, we have that E[Sly] = E[Sy] and Var(Sly) ≤ Var(Sy).
Since the Sly will serve as the approximation of Sy, the smaller the difference between Var(Sly) and
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Var(Sy) is, the better approximation will be. See Kaas et al. (2000) for a more detailed discussion
about the optimal convex bound. One can show that the following choice of λj will result in the
maximal Var(Sly), hence the optimal Sly as an approximation for Sy:
λj = wjXj(0) exp
{




, for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. (6.2)
For the proof of the result in (6.2), we refer to Linders & Stassen (2016). Other possible choices
of convex lower bound for Sy were considered in Vanmaele et al. (2006).







≤ C[K; y]. (6.3)
The following theorem was introduced in Linders & Stassen (2016) and for the proof of the
theorem, we refer to the original paper.
Theorem 6.1 Consider a market where assets follow the multivariate Variance Gamma process








(r − qi + ωi)T + µiy +












































2(σ2i +σ2j ))y (erirjσiσjy − 1) .
















Notice that given the Definition 5.1 and the choice of λj (6.2), all ri in Expression (6.8) are non­
negative, i.e. ri ≥ 0. Hence Sly in (6.4) is a comonotonic sum. Based on this fact and the Theorem





6.2 Performance of the lower bound
Knowing that the Sly is a convex lower bound for Sy, we test how well the lower bound performs.
We simulate a sample of Sy and Sly using the Algorithm 1 and 2. We take the parameters reported
in chapter 6 of Linders & Stassen (2016), which is showed in Table 6.1. For other parameters,
we choose: number of simulations m = 1000000, risk­free interest rate r = 0.05, gamma dis­







Stop­loss premium is an alternative way to characterize the distribution. It enables us to easily
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Algorithm 2: How to generate a sample of Sly at time T
Input : Information of the basket ( n, X0, w, µ, σ, q, R ), risk­free rate ­ r, maturity ­
T , parameter of gamma distribution ­ ν, selected fixed value of G ­ y, number
of simulations ­m
Output: A sample of Sy at time T with size ofm
1 Calculate ω as shown in Formula (5.2) ;
2 Calculate λ as shown in Formula (6.2) ;
3 Calculate Var[Λy] as shown in Formula (6.7) ;
4 Calculate r as shown in Formula (6.8) ;
5 for j = 1, . . . ,m do
6 Generate a standard normal random sample B which represents the Φ−1(U) in
Formula (6.4);
7 Calculate the basket price at time T as Formula (6.4) and store the result in SlT (j) ;
8 end for
1 2 3
µi −0.1368 −0.056 −0.1984
σi 0.1099 0.1677 0.0365
Xi(0) 100 200 300
wi 1/3 1/6 1/9
Table 6.1: Input for the Three­Stock Basket Simulation
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(a) y = 1




























(b) y = 2
Figure 6.1: Discounted Stop­Loss Premium of Simulated Sample of Sy and Sly
quantify and measure how close the lower bound is to the real distribution. Also the discounted
stop­loss premium can be interpreted as the call option price, which will be useful in the next step.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 6.1. The simulation result in Figure 6.1a is conditional
on y = 1 and the simulation result in Figure 6.1b is conditional on y = 2. Both simulated sample





















. Further more we only observe a
small deviation between two discounted stop­loss premiums in both figures.
6.3 Basket option formula
The discounted stop­loss premiums showed in Figure 6.1 are conditional onG = y, corresponding
to Equation (5.7) and (6.3). Recall that, by Equation (5.6), in order to get the unconditional stop­loss




over Gamma density fG(y).


















fG (y) dy. (6.9)
Recall that we seek a way other than simulation to calculateC l[K]. The components of conditional
sum Sly are lognormally distributed. For clarity, we define a random variableWi,y by:
Wi,y = Wi(0) exp
{
(r − qi + ωi)T + µiy +







and Wi(0) = Xi(0). One can think of Wi,y as a time­T stock price conditional on G = y. Notice





= Pr [U ≤ Φ(x)] = Φ(x).








(r − qi + ωi)T + µiy +













from Expression (6.9). The following theorem and its proof were introduced in Linders & Stassen
(2016).
Theorem 6.2 Consider a market where assets follow the multivariate Variance Gamma process
(5.1), where all pairwise correlations ρi,j are non­negative as defined in Definition 5.1. For y ≥ 0,






































d2,i = di,1 − σiri
√
y.
The strikes Ki are defined by
Ki = Xi(0) exp
{
(r − qi + ωi)T + µiy +









and FSly(K) is determined such that the following relation holds:
n∑
i=1
wiKi = K. (6.12)
Recall that we assume only the vanilla options are available in the market. Hence it is unable
to estimate the correlation matrix R with only today’s data. In Luciano & Schoutens (2006), the
authors assumed the Brownianmotions to be independent of each other and the calibration performs
reasonably well. Inspired by this, we continue as follows.
Consider the quantity C lI [K], which is basically the same as C l[K] except we assume that the
n­dimensional Brownian motions are uncorrelated. Hence in this case, the correlation matrix R is
an identity matrix. We generate a simulation results to compareC[K],C l[K] andC lI [K] as follows.
A simulated call option curve is shown in Figure 6.2. The code of generating this simulation
is given in Appendix B. Notice that the final results C1, C2 and C3 in Appendix B correspond to
the blue curve in Figure 6.2, the red curve in Figure 6.2a and the red curve in Figure 6.2b. We take
the parameters showed in Table 6.1 and generate the curve following Algorithm 3. The RMSE in
Figure 6.2a is 0.0094 and the RMSE The RMSE in Figure 6.2b is 0.2861.
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Algorithm 3: How to compute C[K], C l[K] and C lI [K]
Input : Information of the basket ( n, X0, w, µ, σ, q, R ), risk­free rate ­ r, maturity ­
T , strike price K, parameter of gamma distribution ­ ν, number of simulations
­m
Output: C[K], C l[K] and C lI [K]
1 Define a grid of y: Y = [0 : 0.01 : 10] ;
2 for j = 1, . . . , length of Y do
3 Take y as jth element in Y ;
4 Generate a sample for Sy following Algorithm 1 ;
5 Generate a sample for Sly following Algorithm 2 ;
6 Generate a sample for SlI following Algorithm 2 using an identity matrix In as the


















of Sy, Sly and SlI ;
8 end for
9 Following Equation (5.6) and (6.9), integrate all samples of conditional stop­loss
premium over the Gamma density fG(y) to calculate C[K], C l[K] and C lI [K], using
the function trapz.
















(a) C[K] and C l[K]

















(b) C[K] and C lI [K]
Figure 6.2: Plot of Simulated Stop­Loss Premium: C[K], C l[K] and C lI [K]
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6.4 Calibration
Based on previously introduced theorems and formulas, we now conclude the steps for calibrating
with the market data. The input includes vanilla call option data and stock price of the stocks in
the basket and the risk­free interest rate. The first step is using the vanilla option data to estimate
the parameters (µ1, . . . , µn, σ1, . . . , σn, ν). If stock i pays dividend, then the qi also needs to be
included in the parameters estimation, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Otherwise, we simply take qi equal to
0. We utilize the option pricing method using the Fast Fourier Transform introduced in Carr et al.
(2001) and perform optimization to determine the parameters that results in the smallest difference
from the real option prices. The second step is choosing a grid of y values and calculating the condi­
tional call option price based on Theorem 6.2. In this step, we take all ρij = 1 for i = j and ρij = 0




in Expression (6.11) so that the Equation (6.12) holds. Then we calculate the conditional basket






for each y values. The final step is integrating all conditional
basket call option prices over the Gamma density fG(y) to determine the unconditional basket call
option price.
The following is an example of data calibration. We use the real market data on Jan 5, 2010 and
define a basket consisting of 6 stocks: Arconic Corporation (ARNC), American Express Company
(AXP), Bank of America Corporation (BAC), Boeing Company (BA), Caterpillar Inc. (CAT) and
JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPM). Their stock prices Xi(0) and their weights in the basket wi are
listed in the Table 6.2. We choose the vanilla options with maturity of 0.0329 years and the number
of vanilla options we used in our estimation for each stocks is also listed in Table 6.2.
Firstly, we use these vanilla options to estimate the parameters in the multivariate Variance
Gamma model by optimization. The RMSE is the root mean squared error between the real vanilla
option prices and the estimated vanilla option prices, which is 0.0191. The estimated parameters
are also shown in Table 6.2. These stocks are all non­dividend so we only need to estimate µ and
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ARNC AXP BAC BA CAT JPM
Stock price Xi(0) 16.6500 40.9200 15.6900 56.1800 58.5500 42.8500
Stock weight wi 0.0938 0.0625 0.1250 0.2813 0.2500 0.1875
Basket price S(0) 44.5558
Interest rate r 0.0023
Number of options 8 13 6 11 10 19
Maturity of options 0.0329
RMSE 0.0191
Estimated parameter µi −0.0087 −0.0646 −0.2814 −0.6441 −0.5102 −0.4632
σi 0.5145 0.2622 0.3704 0.2711 0.2867 0.3366
ν 0.0211
Table 6.2: Data Calibration Result
σ for each stock.
Then, the conditional basket option prices are calculated using the estimated parameters and
based on Theorem 6.2, where we take all ρij = 1 for i = j and ρij = 0 for i ̸= 0, for i, j =
1, 2, . . . , 6.
Finally, we determine the basket call option prices by integrating the conditional basket op­
tion prices over the Gamma density, whose estimated parameter is ν = 0.0211. Theoretically the
Gamma distribution is defined on all positive real numbers. However practically, it is impossible
to integrate over infinite density values. In this case, the fG(y) at y = 5 is 1.3841 × e−100 and
FG(y) can be taken as 1. Hence we only calculate and integrate over the grid from 0 to 5 with the
step size of 0.01. The basket call option curve is shown in Figure 6.3 and the code of basket option
pricing with given parameters is presented in Appendix C.
We end this chapter by concluding that this method offers a way to determine the basket option
prices. This method allows fast calibration with market data and easy calculation of basket option
price using only today’s vanilla option data.
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Figure 6.3: Basket Call Option Curve
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Chapter 7
Comonotonic basket option price
In this chapter, we will determine the basket option prices in the situation where all stocks are mov­
ing perfectly together. To achieve this, we only need vanilla options. Recall that the comonotonic
basket option Qc is a component of the calculation of HIX in Expression (4.2).
Recall that comonotonicity is an extreme situation where all components in a random vector
(X1, X2, . . . , Xn)with given marginals FX1 , FX2 , . . . , FXn are all driven by the same random vari­
able. It is relatively unrealistic. However it provides useful information in some case. For instance,
if X ⪯cx Y , we know that Var(X) cannot exceed Var(Y ). Under the comonotonic situation, all
components have the perfect co­movement. Comparing the real situation with the comonotonic
situation could tell us the degree of co­movement of all components.
In Kaas et al. (2000), it states the following:
W = X1 +X2 + . . .+Xn ⪯cx F−1X1 (U) + F
−1
X2
(U) + . . .+ F−1Xn (U) = W
u, (7.1)
whereU is a uniform (0, 1) random variable. Equation (7.1) shows thatW u is a convex upper bound
for W , which immediately implies E [(W −K)+] ≤ E [(W u −K)+], by the property of convex
order. We shall refer the basket option price under the comonotonicity condition as the comonotonic
basket option price. Based on the convex upper bound (7.1), as well as the decomposition formula
from Theorem 2.2, the following result was introduced in Dhaene et al. (2012).
Theorem 7.1 Assume that for stock i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, at current time 0, European call and put
options with strikes 0 = Ki,0 < Ki,1 < . . . < Ki,mi < F
−1
Xi
(1), where mi is a finite positive
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integer, and maturity T are available in the market. Define the discrete empirical risk­neutral
stock price distribution FXi as
FXi(x) =

0, if x < 0,
1 + erT Ci[Ki,j+1]−Ci[Ki,j]
Ki,j+1−Ki,j , ifKi,j ≤ x < Ki,j+1, j = 0, 1, . . . ,mi,
1, if x ≥ Ki,j+1.





































wi(αKPi[Ki,ji ] + (1− αK)Pi[Ki,ji+1]), (7.3)




c (FSc(K)) = K
holds and the set NK and its complement set NK are defined as
NK = {i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} | FXi(Ki,ji−1) < FSc(K) < FXi(Ki,ji)},
NK = {i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} | FSc(K) = FXi(Ki,ji)}.
Theorem 7.1 enables us to determine the comonotonic basket option price using the vanilla
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options of component stocks in the basket. For detailed proof, we refer to Linders et al. (2012).
Notice that the comonotonic basket option price can be calculated as long as the vanilla options of
component stocks in the basket are available. Recall that we assume all vanilla options are traded
in the market, which is a realistic assumption based on the market observation.
In Definition 4.1, we see that the comonotonic basket option is one part of the calculation of
HIX. It is used to compare with the basket option, in order to derive the degree of co­movement of
stocks in a basket. Up to here, we have all components we need for calculation of HIX.
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Chapter 8
Calculation of herd behavior index
In this chapter, we combine the techniques introduced in Chapter 6 and 7 to calibrate with market
data and calculate the HIX of two bespoke baskets that are non­traded in the market.
We define two bespoke baskets: the technology basket and the industrial basket. The technol­
ogy basket consists of 50% of IBM and 50% Microsoft and the industrial basket consists of 50%
of Boeing and 50% of Caterpillar. But notice that equal weights are not a necessary. A reason
for choosing these four stocks is that they are much liquidly traded in the market and there are a
relatively large amount of vanilla options on them available in this market. Notice that this consid­
eration just brings some convenience for our calibration in a certain degree. Furthermore, it does
not change the fact that our method could be applied to any basket as long as vanilla options on
component stocks are available.
We choose the market data on each trading days, from Jan 01, 2007 to Dec 31, 2011. Some
practical considerations are taken as follows. First, for each call option, there actually exist two
prices, the bid price Cbidi [K] and the ask price Caski [K]. We follow the common approach and use





. Second, in order
to make the HIX sufficiently stable, we only use stock options which have a bid price strictly larger
than 0 and a volume strictly larger than 10 for our calibration.
After data preparation, we first do the parameters estimation and determine the basket option
prices following steps elaborated in Section 6.4. Then we determine the comonotonic basket option
prices based on Equation (7.2) and (7.3) in Theorem 7.1. Finally, we calculate the HIX given the
Equation (4.2) in Theorem 4.1. We present the plot for HIX of the technology basket and industrial
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Figure 8.1: HIX of Technology Basket and Industrial Basket
basket from year 2007 to 2011 in Figure 8.1.
From the Figure 8.1, we can make several interesting observations. First, in general the HIX of
these two baskets share a similar trend in this given time horizon. Second, there are still differences
between HIX of two baskets and the differences are big on some days. For instance, as pointed
out in Figure 8.1, on Dec 22, 2009, the HIX for industrial basket is 0.3287 while the HIX for
technology basket is 0.1101. Third, the HIX of both baskets are relatively low in year 2007 and
start to increase rapidly beginning from the second half of year 2008. The main cause of this could
be the 2008 financial crisis, which has had a severe impact on the financial market. Dhaene et al.
(2012) states that crashes in financial markets typically occur when individuals are driven by panic
and join the crowd in a rush to get out of themarket, leading to dramatic pricemovements. The burst
of US housing bubble is a classical example of this phenomenon when the herd behavior is strong.
Third, one particularly interesting observation is that on Oct 30, 2008, the HIX for industrial basket
is 0.5371 while the HIX for technology basket is 0.2497. We argue that while during the financial
crisis, we expect the degree of co­movement between stocks in the market to be high and this is
indeed the case, seeing Dhaene et al. (2012), this observation implies that the dependence between
IBM andMicrosoft is relatively low. This is of our particular interest, since during a financial crisis
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theoretically the positive dependence between stocks in the market is strong and most stocks move
down at the same time. It is very difficult even impossible to hedge the risks arising from holding
stocks at this time. However, the observation from our calculation entails that we could at least




Conclusion and future directions
In this paper, we propose a method for investigating the dependence structure between stock prices
based only on vanilla options. We achieve that by applying the Herd Behavior Index to bespoke
baskets and use it as a measure of the degree of co­movement of stocks over a given future time.
In order to calculate the HIX, we first use a basket option pricing method via convex order and
comonotonic approximation in the multivariate Variance Gamma setting to fill in the absence of
basket option prices. Our model is easy to calibrate, fast to calculate and only rely on the current
vanilla options. Then we calcualte the comonotonic basket option prices, which is an extreme case
where all stocks move perfectly toward the same direction. Last we combining the basket option
prices and the comonotonic basket option prices to determine the HIX by Formula (4.2).
We follow themethodology proposed to calculate the HIX of two baskets, which are technology
basket consisting of 50% of IBM and 50% Microsoft and the industrial basket consisting of 50% of
Boeing and 50% of Caterpillar, from Jan 01, 2007 to Dec 31, 2011 on each trading day. From the
calibration results, we observe that although the HIX of two baskets share a similar trend, there are
still differences. Especially, on Oct 30, 2008, which is during the 2008 financial crisis, our result
implies a potential hedging opportunity using IBM or Microsoft.
There are several future directions addressed as follows. First, one could make comparison
between the HIX where basket option prices are determined using our methodology, and the HIX
where basket option prices are observed in the market, to test how accurate the HIX calculation
approach proposed in this paper is. Second, one could investigate the portfolio selection based
on the diversity implied by the HIX, i.e. when the expected return is fixed, choose the portfolio
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with the maximized diversity. Third, some other more sophisticated model could be considered in
replacement of our basket pricing method via convex order and comonotonic approximation in the
multivariate Variance Gamma setting, for pricing basket options, as long as it satisfies the condition
stated in Chapter 4.
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Appendix A
The proof of Proposition 2.1
Proof. Jensen’s inequality states that: if X is a random variable and v is a convex function, then
v(E[X]) ≤ E[v(X)]. By this inequality, for any convex function v, we will have the followings:
E [v (X1 +X2 + . . .+Xn)] = EZ [E [v (X1 +X2 + . . .+Xn) | Z]]
≥ EZ [v (E [X1 +X2 + . . .+Xn | Z])]
= EZ [v (E[X1 | Z] + E[X2 | Z] + . . .+ E[Xn | Z])] .
Then by Definition 2.1, we have that:
E [X1 | Z] + E [X2 | Z] + . . .+ E [Xn | Z] ⪯cx X1 +X2 + . . .+Xn.
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Appendix B
The MATLAB code for simulation
corresponding to Algorithm 3
1 % Set parameters
2 n=3; TT=0.5; r =0.05;
3 mu=[ −0.1368 −0.056 −0.1984 ] ;
4 sigma =[0.1099 0 .1677 0 . 0 3 6 5 ] ;
5 q=[0 0 0 ] ; nu=0.7514;
6 S0=[100 200 3 0 0 ] ; weights =[1/3 1/6 1 / 9 ] ;
7 rho =[1 0 .6 0 . 9 ; 0 . 6 1 0 . 8 ; 0 . 9 0 .8 1 ] ;
8 I=eye (n) ;
9 % Set g r id f o r y
10 y = [ 0 . 0 1 : 0 . 0 1 : 1 0 ] ;
11 dens i ty=gampdf (y ,TT/nu , nu) ;
12 S_0=sum( S0 . ∗ weights ) ;
13 K=[S_0 ∗ 0 . 8 5 : 1 : S_0 ∗ 1 . 1 5 ] ;
14 % Simulate fu tu r e basket p r i c e
15 sim =100000;
16 Sy_sim=ze ro s ( l ength ( y ) , sim ) ;
17 Syl_sim=ze ro s ( l ength ( y ) , sim ) ;
18 SylI_sim=ze ro s ( l ength ( y ) , sim ) ;
19 f o r i =1: l ength ( y )
20 f o r j =1: sim
21 Sy_sim ( i , j )=Sy (n ,TT, r ,mu, sigma , q , nu , S0 , weights , rho , y ( i ) ) ;
22 Syl_sim ( i , j )=Syl (n ,TT, r ,mu, sigma , q , nu , S0 , weights , rho , y ( i ) ) ;
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27 ESy=ze ro s ( l ength ( y ) , l ength (K) ) ;
28 ESyl=ze ro s ( l ength ( y ) , l ength (K) ) ;
29 ESylI=ze ro s ( l ength ( y ) , l ength (K) ) ;
30 f o r i =1: l ength ( y )
31 Sy_sample=s o r t ( Sy_sim ( i , : ) ) ;
32 Syl_sample=s o r t ( Syl_sim ( i , : ) ) ;
33 SylI_sample=s o r t ( SylI_sim ( i , : ) ) ;
34
35 % Derive CDF from s imu la t i on sample
36 Sy_cdf=f i t d i s t ( Sy_sample . ' , ” Kernel ” , ' Kernel ' , ' epanechnikov ' ) ;
37 Syl_cdf=f i t d i s t ( Syl_sample . ' , ” Kernel ” , ' Kernel ' , ' epanechnikov ' ) ;
38 SylI_cdf=f i t d i s t ( SylI_sample . ' , ” Kernel ” , ' Kernel ' , ' epanechnikov ' ) ;
39
40 % Derive PDF from CDF
41 Sy_pdf=pdf ( Sy_cdf , Sy_sample ) ;
42 Syl_pdf=pdf ( Syl_cdf , Syl_sample ) ;
43 SylI_pdf=pdf ( SylI_cdf , SylI_sample ) ;
44
45 f o r k=1: l ength (K)
46 % Calcu la te E [ ( S−K) +]
47 Sy_K=subplus ( Sy_sample−K( k ) ) ;
48 Syl_K=subplus ( Syl_sample−K( k ) ) ;
49 SylI_K=subplus ( SylI_sample−K( k ) ) ;
50 ESy( i , k )=exp(−r ∗TT) ∗ trapz ( Sy_sample ,Sy_K.∗ Sy_pdf ) ;
51 ESyl ( i , k )=exp(−r ∗TT) ∗ trapz ( Syl_sample , Syl_K .∗ Syl_pdf ) ;





56 C1 = [ ] ;
57 C2 = [ ] ;
58 C3 = [ ] ;
59 f o r k=1: l ength (K)
60 C1( k )=trapz (y , t ranspose (ESy ( : , k ) ) . ∗ dens i ty ) ;
61 C2( k )=trapz (y , t ranspose ( ESyl ( : , k ) ) . ∗ dens i ty ) ;




The MATLAB code for basket option
pricing proposed in Section 6
1 f unc t i on P = VGL_Prices (n ,TT, r ,mu, sigma , q , nu , S0 , weights , rho ,K)
2 omega=(1/nu) ∗ log (1−sigma .^2∗ nu/2−mu∗nu) ;
3
4 y = [ 0 . 0 1 : 0 . 0 1 : 5 ] ;
5 xx = [ ] ;
6 f o r i =1: l ength ( y )
7 lambda=weights . ∗ S0 . ∗ exp ( ( r−q+omega ) ∗TT+mu∗y ( i )+ ...
sigma .^2∗ y ( i ) /2) ;
8 Var_matrix=( t ranspose ( lambda ) ∗lambda ) . ∗
9 ( t ranspose ( sigma ) . ∗ sigma ) . ∗ rho ;
10 Var=sum( Var_matrix , ” a l l ”) ;
11 r i = [ ] ;
12 f o r k=1:n
13 r i ( k )=sum( lambda . ∗ sigma . ∗ rho (k , : ) ) / sq r t ( Var ) ;
14 end
15
16 prob = optimproblem ( ' Object iveSense ' , ' min ' ) ;
17 %U = optimvar ( 'U' , ' LowerBound ' , −10 , ' UpperBound ' , 1 0 ) ;
18 U = optimvar ( 'U ' ) ;
19 prob . Object ive = (sum( weights . ∗ S0 . ∗ exp ( ( r−q+omega ) ∗TT+
20 mu∗y ( i )+(sigma .^2∗ y ( i ) .∗(1 − r i . ^2 ) )/2+
21 r i . ∗ sigma∗ sq r t ( y ( i ) ) ∗U) )−K) ^2;
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22 x0 .U = 0 ;
23 s o l = s o l v e ( prob , x0 ) ;
24 u = s o l .U;
25
26 Ki=S0 . ∗ exp ( ( r−q+omega ) ∗TT+mu∗y ( i )+(sigma .^2∗ y ( i ) .∗(1 − r i . ^2 ) )/2+
27 r i . ∗ sigma∗ sq r t ( y ( i ) ) ∗u) ;
28 d1=( log ( S0 . / Ki )+(r−q+omega ) ∗TT+mu∗y ( i )+sigma .^2∗ y ( i ) . ∗
29 (1+ r i . ^2 ) /2) . / ( r i . ∗ sigma∗ sq r t ( y ( i ) ) ) ;
30 d2=d1−sigma . ∗ r i ∗ sq r t ( y ( i ) ) ;
31 Pi=S0 . ∗ exp ( ( omega−q) ∗TT+(mu+sigma .^2/2) ∗y ( i ) ) . ∗ normcdf ( d1 )−
32 Ki∗exp(−r ∗TT) . ∗ normcdf ( d2 ) ;
33 xx ( i )=sum( weights . ∗ Pi ) ;
34 end
35 zz=xx . ∗ gampdf (y ,TT/nu , nu) ;
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